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COURSE LEVEL

Basic

EDUCATIONAL
OBJECTIVES

1. early recognition of addiction (who should recognize what; signs and criteria for early
diagnostics)
2. definitions of addiction (substance-dependent vs. substance-independent addictions),
3. diagnostics in addiction (categorical vs. dimensional diagnostics)
4. multiprofessional approaches in early recognition,
5. (involuntary) side-effects of early recognition.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Concluding the literature on early recognition and early diagnostics in addictions we may
take as an ascertained fact that early recognition of addiction is an utmost important
condition of successful treatment: the earlier the valid diagnosis, the better the prognosis.
But in early recognition as well as in early diagnostics we are confronted with various
problems that are difficult to solve. Research on the pathogenesis of addictions showed
that addictive disorders are caused by complex interactions of various mental, physical and
social factors. But addictions cannot be longer reduced to psychopathological
manifestations once established and therefore persisting. The addictive behaviour is a
dynamic process which only persists if disorder maintaining factors become active. These
disorder maintaining factors are not necessarily corresponding with the addiction´s
predisposing and triggering factors. As addictions represent nosological non-specific
syndromes with a multi-factorial pathogenesis modern integrative treatment approaches
(including psychopharmacological, psychotherapeutic and socio-therapeutic methods) have
to be based on an early multidimensional differential-diagnosis of all the predisposing,
triggering, and disorder maintaining factors. In this context the disorder maintaining
factors provide the basis for effective, pathogenesis-oriented treatment of the actual
symptomatology, whereas the predisposing and triggering factors provide informations for
planning prophylactic long-term treatment. Finaly we also have to focus on various
involuntary (and sometimes even unexpected) side-effects of early recognition of
addictions (e.g. effects of stigmatization) and the possible solutions of the manifold
problems we are confronted with in early diagnostics.

PREREQUISITE
KNOWLEDGE

Basic knowledge in clinical an theoretical psychopathology (see also target audience)

COURSE METHODS AND
MATERIAL

Case studies; debate; slides; handouts; extended group discussions
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TARGET AUDIENCE

Psychiatrists, psychopathologists, psychotherapists, trainees in psychiatry in postgraduate
training

LANGUAGES

English

